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Abstract
Many minerals contain structural modulations that arise from cation site ordering, from
slight positionaldisplacements,or from a combinationof both. Such fluctuationscan be
produced during crystal growth, cooling, spinodaldecomposition,chemicalreaction, or
from other sorts of transformations. The effects are subtle and are commonly dfficult to
observe with many of the traditional mineralogicaltools; this is especiallytrue if some
structuraldisorderalso occurs.Relatedeffectsoccur in mineralsthat containintergrowths
of different structure types on a unit cell scale.
Transmissionelectronmicroscopy,becauseof its high spatialresolutionand its ability to
image non-periodic features, is well adapted for the study of modulated crystals and
intergrowth structures. High-resolution imaging permits direct observation of structural
fluctuations,whereaselectrondiffractionprovidesa highly sensitiveprobeoflarger regions
as well as distinguishingbetweenmodulationsresultingfrom displacivevs. substitutional
effects. Microanalysis using the electron beam as a primary excitation source holds
potential for detecting and measuring compositional differencesacross small regions, in
some caseshaving dimensionscomparableto modulation wavelengths.Electron beam
instruments clearly are a powerful way for investigating the long-period structural
complexitiesthat occur in many minerals.

Introduction

examples that we mention in this paper include
silicates such as feldspar, pyroxene, and serpenMost mineral and many synthetic crystalline ma- tine; sulfidessuch as pyrrhotite, digenite,and bornterials have traditionally been described by ideal- ite; oxides such as hollandite and romanechite;as
ized crystal structures that are perfectly periodic well as a selection of synthetic compounds that
and that can be adequately summarizedby a regu- display a variety of modulations.
larly repeatingunit cell. However, in many casesit
Modrrlated structures are important becausethey
is not possibleto specifya unit cell that containsall commonly are intermediate stagesthat form during
of the essentialfeatures of the crystal. Examples the processof transformationfrom one structureto
include modulated structures, which are character- another or during the unmixing of one phase into
izedby structural or chemical variations that repeat severalphases.Morimoto (1978)discussesseveral
more or less regularly at spacingsthat are relatively such examples. The modulations may represent
large. These structures may be strictly or only either structural distortions or compositional
statisticallyperiodic, and the repeat distancesare changesor, in many cases,both. They thus are a
commonly greater than several tens of angstrom meansby which crystals can assumecompositions
units in length. The number and variety of known or structures that are transitional between two or
structuralmodulationsis large (eog.,Cowley et al., more different end members. Spinodal decomposi1979). Many minerals exhibit such modulations; tion in pyroxenes, amphiboles,and feldsparspro0003-0Mx83/0102-0018$02.00
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vides examples.For those caseswhere they represent metastable intermediate steps, modulated
structures can provide significant insight into the
mechanisms of transformation. Modulated structures are also of interest since they provide a
structural means for accommodating the small
chemicalchangesrequiredto producenon-stoichiometric phases.
Someof the unusual features of modulated structures can be explained as the result of statistical
distributions of domains separatedby out-of-phase
boundaries. There are other long-period structures
that involve two or more types of substructuresthat
are recognizably diferent from each other. These
can alternate in one or more dimensionswith either
a well defined regularity or one that is regular only
in a statisticalsense,i.e., when averagedover many
units of substructure.We refer to thesecomposites
as "intergrowth structures," a term that is reasonably well establishedin the literature.r Both modulated and intergrowth structures have features such
as superperiodicitiesin common, and the methods
used to study them are similar. Therefore both are
consideredin this paper.
Although structural modulations and intergrowths can be considered theoretically, separate
from diffraction data, a primary experimental
source of information derives from diffraction measurements.For modulated structures the diffraction
spots from the single substructure are usually
strong, widely spaced, and sharply defined. The
long-period modulations introduce satellite spots
that are typically much weaker and more closely
spaced.Disordered intergrowth structures can produce similar effects. In many cases,where the longperiod structure is imperfectly ordered, the satellite
spots may be less sharp or streaked in particular
directions. In some cases, the spacingsof these
spots are non-integral submultiples of the substructure spacings,i.e.,the substructurespotsare not at
rational multiples of the spot spacings resulting
from the modulations or intergrowths. These structures are called incommensurate.Regularly spaced
groups of such non-integral satellite spots, centered
on diferent strong substructure spots, commonly
overlap in an apparently uncorrelated manner.
Small changesin composition or the conditions of
crystallization may cause displacementsof the satellite spots in a continuous fashion.
rAn equivalent term that has found relatively wide usagein the
mineralogicalliterature is "intercalation structure" or, for clays,
"interstratifi cation structure."

Much of the primary work on modulated and
intergrowth mineral structures was done using single crystal X-ray measurements.However, one
reason that these types of structure are not more
familiar to noncrystallographerswithin the mineralogical community is that some of the standard
methods used for the examination of minerals do
not readily reveal the presenceor suggestthe nature
of the modulations and intergrowths. Electron
beam methods are much more effective in these
respects. The presence and distributions of the
satellite spots commonly are clearly seen in electron diffraction patterns and, in addition, highresolution transmission electron microscopy can
commonly provide an immediate picture of the
nature of the modulations and intergrowths. Electron microscopy is often the only sourceof information on the nature of the faults locally perturbing the
periodicity and on the interactionsof these faults
with other crystal defects.
A major goal of this paper is to demonstratehow
electron-beammethods, especiallyhigh-resolution
techniques,can be used to explore modulatedand
intergrowth structures, with selected examples
from recent studies.We also suggestdevelopments
that may occur in the next few years and examine
the sort of insights that these techniqueswill provide. Although we include a number of mineralogical examples,the emphasisis more on electronbeam techniques than on providing a thorough
review of suchstructuresin minerals.The latter can
be found in Cowley et al. (1979)and the references
therein.
Observational data are available from high-resolution images, electron diffraction patterns, and
from microanalysis.These methods are discussed
in sequence;clearly, microanalysisis useful only
where compositionalfluctuationsoccur. The other
methods apply for any type of modulation. Where
appropriate, imaging is useful for verification of the
other, less direct methods. Wheneverpossible,all
approachesare used.
Terminology and classification
The term "modulated structure" has been used
with a wide variety of meanings; we use it to
indicate that a basic periodic structure, called the
substructure, is modified by a long-range modulation that has a periodicity that is greater than that of
the substructure.The modulationmay be (1) in the
positions of the atoms, relative to the sublattice
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(hollandite),or (2) in the occupancyof the various
atomic sites (bornite-digenite), or both (intermediate plagioclase).In some cases, more than one
modulationexists,but with diferent periodicitiesin
different directions (pyrrhotite). The modulation
may be a smoothly varying, almost sinusoidaldisplacement of atoms (antigorite-in the regions between the boundaries where the structure reverses
sense).However, wherea variationof site occupancy is involved, this cannot occur smoothly and
continuouslyexcept on a statisticalbasis. In such
instancesthe averageoccupancyofvarious sitesin
the sublattice may be smoothly modulated. Alternatively, the modulationmay be producedby a statistical distribution of sharp discontinuities in the
sublattice,suchas out-of-phasedomainboundaries;
the average separation of the boundaries then defines the modulationperiodicity (pynhotite).
The modulationmay be commensurateor incommensurate.If it is commensurate,the modulation
periodicity is an integral multiple of a sublattice
periodicity. If, then, each atom displacementand
the occupancyof each atomic site is definedwithin
the unit cell of this long-range periodic structure,
the modulation structure is indistinguishablefrom a
superstructure,defined by a superlattice.In many
cases, a structure that is commensurateat one
temperature and pressure will become incommensurateat other conditions.In suchcases,the modulation periodicity may vary continuously with the
composition, the temperature,or some other parameter(e.g., tridymite;Dollase,1967;Nukui, Yamamoto, and Nakazawa, 1979).Such modulations
appear to be responsesto an energy term operating
independentlyof the factors determining the normal
substructure(Cowley, 1979).For incommensurate
structures, the long-rangeperiodicity impressedon
the substructure has no apparent special relationship to the substructureperiodicity, i.e., the modulation is incommensuratewith the sublattice.
In intergrowth structures the different substructures may intergrow in layers, chains,or other units
and the different components may or may not fit
togetherwith a common periodicity. Where thereis
a misfit, the interface will show a periodically
varying relationship of the substructures that may
be commensurate(in so-called "vernier" structures)or incommensurate.In the following sections
of this article we provide examples that illustrate
the various types of both modulated and intergrowth structures.Table 1 summarizessomeof the
featurescharacteristic of different types of modulat-

ed and intergrowth structures, their lattices, and
selecteddiffraction characteristics.
There are some grey areas where the precise
classificationof a structureis not readily assigned.
One such example is a commensurate structure
with a periodicity several times greater than its
constituent substructures,but where there is no
evidence that the periodicity changes significantly
with changesin temperatureor pressureor limited
atomic substitution.We shall considerthese cases
as orderedsuperstructuresor, if they containminor
randomly distributed faults or intergrowths of a
different structure, partially ordered superstructures rather than modulatedstructures.
For the intergrowth type of structures, we are
particularly concerned with cases where a longrange periodicity is evident in the alternation of the
components.There are examples,suchas certainof
the chain silicatesof Veblen and Buseck (1979a)or
the intergrowth tungsten bronzes of Sharma and
Kihlborg (1981),for which regularintergrowthscan
occur; however, there are abundantcasesin such
materials where the regularity is not well defined
and where the sequencesmay even appear to be
entirely random. The reasons why the long-range
periodicity should occur in some casesbut not in
others are far from clear. The evidencefor the longrangeperiodicity is provided by either (l) a reasonable number of repetitions (at least 3, preferably
more) of a sequenceof units visible in high-resolution electronmicrographs,or (2) well definedsatellite spots representingthe longer spacingsin diffraction patterns. In the latter case, if there is a
statisticaldistribution of the intergrowth substructures, the diffraction pattern may contain satellite
spots at non-integral spacings, indicative of an
incommensurateintergrowth structure.
Direct imaging of modulated structures
The use of high-resolutiontransmissionelectron
microscopy for direct viewing with near-atomic
resolution of crystal structuresis well established
and is particularly effective for studying the form of
crystal defects. Provided ^thatthe crystal is sufficiently thin (less than 100Afor 100keV electrons)
and correctly oriented, the details of the perturbations of the structurecan be seen,especiallywhen
the atom displacementsinvolved are relatively large
or when atoms of distinctly different atomic number
are interchanged. In out-of-phase domain structures, for example, the discontinuity at each planar
boundary is clearly seen, and the way in which the
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Table 1. Correlations among structure types, existenceof lattice, and selecteddiffraction features
Presenceof:

Structure TvDe

Si ngl e
sublattice

Superlattice

x

F u lI y - o r d e r e d s u b s t r u c t u r e

U if f r a c t i o n c h a r a c t e r is t i c s :
Non-integral
sDacinqs

x

H ' i 9 hp f o b a b i l i t y o f
diffuse spots or
streaking

X

x

FulI y-ordered superstructure
P a r t ia l l y - o r d e r e d s u p e r s t r u c t u r e
Intergrowth structure
Commensurate

X+

Incotrnens
urate

x+

(/)

M o d u l a t e d( n o n - i n t e r g r o w t h )s t r u c t u r e
Coilnensurate
Statistical site occupation
E x a c ts i t e o c c u p a t i o n r t

(/)
x

I n c o r f l n e n s u r a(tm
e o d ual t i o n i n s i t e
o c c u p a t i o n so r a t o mp o s i t i o n s )
*

/ = yes; X = no; (r') = generallyyes,
**Although
t h e r e ' i s a t h e o r e t i c a l p r o b l s [ w i t h t h e e x i s t e n c eo f a s u b l a t t i c e o n c ea s u p e r l a t t i c ei s d e f i n e d ,
w e r e t a i n t h e t e n n i n o l o g yh e r e t o s h o wt h e r e l a t l o n s h i p s a m o n gt h e s e v e r a l s t r u c t u r e t y p e s .
t M u l t i p l e s u b l a t t l c e s c o u l d b e d e f i n e d t o c o r r e s p o n dt o e a c ho f t h e s u b s t r u c t u r e s ,b u t t h e y w o u l d l a c k t h e
e s s e n t i a l c h a r a c t e r i s t i co f " i n f i n i t e " p e r l o d i c i t y .
+rEquivalent
t o t h e s u p e r s t r u c t u r e sl i s t e d a b o v eu n l e s s i t i s o n e m e m b eor f a s e r i e s o f m o s t l y i n c o m m e n s u r a t e
structufes.

separationsof the boundariesvary around the average commensurate or incommensurate periodicity
is evident.
In structures where the modulation takes the
form of a periodicity of small atom displacementsor
small changesin atom scattering power, high-resolution images of thin crystals do not usually show
sumcient contrast to make the modulation apparent, but considerable information can still be obtained at medium resolution (>104), especiallyfor
crystals that are too thick to be studied at highest
resolutions. In such cases, it is common that the
modulation becomesvisible in thicker regionsof the
crystal (more than 100to 200A thick). This happens
because strong dynamical scattering tends to enhance the effects of the small structural and chemical variations on the scattering amplitudes. Such
images are dfficult to interpret in terms of atom
positions, but a great deal may be inferred about the
modulations.
Out-of-phasedomains and structural distortions
Many crystals contain several cations that have
slightly different radii, but that occupy equivalent

structural sites at high temperatures. Such disordered arrays can become increasingly unstable as
the temperature decreases, and then the atoms
commonly order in any of a variety of ways that
relieve structural strain and that can result in modulations. Out-of-phase boundaries typically form
during ordering, and they generally^have relatively
large displacement vectors (>1A). (Anti-phase
boundaries are a special case, where the displacement vector has exactly half the dimension of the
unit cell in the direction of the displacement.)The
distances between adjacent out-of-phase boundaries can vary, giving an average periodicity that
may be commensurateor incommensurate.
The CuAu II atloy provides a simple example of
an incommensuratemodulated structure produced
from planar boundaries displaying large displacements (Watanabe, 1979).Below 385'C the CuAu
alloy forms in a well-ordered face-centeredtetragonal structure. However, between 385" and 410"C
the Cu and Au atoms order to produce CuAu II.
The size differences of Cu and Au produce structural strain, which is relieved by a more or less
regular alternation of Cu and Au on the several
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Fig. l. Sketchof atom positionsin CuAu II. This structureis
disordered at high temperatures,but orders and thereby forms
out-of-phase domains and positional modulations on cooling.
(From Watanabe, 1979\

structural sites (Fig. l). Out-of-phaseboundaries
separateregions where Cu is on one set of the
face centers from regions where Au occupies
these sites. The boundarieshave, on the average,
spacingsthat are about five times that of the subcell, and they can readily be imaged by electron
microscopy at low to moderate magnifications
(Fig. 2). The average periodicity varies with the
Cu-Au ratio and with the addition of other elements in small quantities.
Antigorite, a serpentinemineralwith composition
Mg:-*SizOs(OH)+-z*,
is an example of a silicate in
which a small structural misfit results in modulations. The differencein dimensionsof the octahedral hydroxide sheet and adjacent tetrahedral silicate sheet produces a structure having a
coffugatedappearance(Fig. 3). These sinusoidally
distorted regions commonly have widths greater
than -40A before they reverse orientations
(Kunze, 1956); they are also readily imaged by
electron microscopy (Yada, 1979).Figure 4 shows
an image of planar serpentine (lizardite) that is intergrown with poorly modulated serpentine. In
Figure 5 the antigorite modulations are better developed and more continuous; in this sample the
serpentineoccurs as an alteration product of pyroxene.
Pyrrhotite (Fer-*S)is a widespreadnon-stoichiometric sulfide. It typically displays satellite spots
having non-integral spacings in its diffraction patterns; their origin and interpretation has been the
subject of controversy. However, high-resolution
microscopy has indicated details of some of the
structural complexities of the several non-integral
varieties (Pierce and Buseck, 1974, 1976; Nakazawa, Morimoto and Watanabe, 1976; Morimoto, 1978). Imaging with dark-field (DF) techniques first indicated the existence of anti-phase
domains of varied dimensions that alternate paral-

Fig. 2. Image of a small crystal of CuAu II, showing modulations with spacingsof -20A. (From Mihama, l97l)

lel to c and that result from supercellsproduced
by ordered Fe vacancies.Figure 6 shows such a
DF image, with the anti-phaseboundariesindicated by arrows. This structure, with an averageperiodicity along c equal to 5.1 times c, consistsof a
mixture of domains having dimensionsof five and
six times the length of c in the pyrrhotite subcell.
By analogy,it is clear that a large number and variety of non-integral diffraction patterns and incommensuratemodulated structures can occur in
pyrrhotite simply from various mixtures of domains having different dimensions.
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Fig. 3. Sketch of the structure of antigorite serpentine.Strain
produced by the dimensionalmismatch between the tetrahedral
layer (indicated by triangles) and the brucite-like octahedral
layer (shaded)results in roughly periodic boundaries and thus
structural modulations. The wavelensth of the modulation is
-40A. tAdaptedfrom Kunze, 1956)
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Fig. 4. Imageofundulatingserpentinestructure,continuouswith planarserpentine(S)
and intergrownwith talc(T).The wavelength
of thesemodulationsis -1504, appreciablygreaterthan is typical of antigorite.Specimenis of a uralite form Romania;remnant
amphibole(AM) is shown in the upperleft corner. (From Veblen and Buseck, 1981)

Large compositionalmodulations
Relativelylarge compositionalmodulationsare a
conimon consequenceof spinodal decomposition.
Such fluctuations occur in many alloys (e.g., Ni
23% Au) as well as minerals. Sulfides such as
(CuqSs)
those from the bornite (CusFeS+)-digenite
solid solution series provide good examples of
structural variations produced by compositional
changes,some of which may be related to spinodal behavior.Morimoto and colleaguesdetermined
that there exists a seriesof structuresthat contain
an alternationof regions having all metal sites occupied with regions having clusteredvacancieson
the cation sites (Morimoto, 1964; Morimoto and
Kullerud, 1966; Koto and Morimoto, 1975),and
Putnis and Grace (1976) showed electron diffraction patterns of some of the intermediate,transitional stages.
Figure 7 showsan imageof digenite(with an unknown but presumablysmall Cu content) displaying a structural distortion that results in modulations that are observable in two directions. The
origin of the fluctationsis presumablya separation
into extended vacancy-rich and vacancy-poorregions (Pierce and Buseck, 1978).'The structural
distortions produced by such vacancy clustering
are readily observedby high-resolutionimaging.

Sulfidesand sulfosaltsprovide other examplesof
chemical fluctuations that result in structural modulations. They are well reviewed by Wuensch
(1979),and additional examplesare given by Makovicky and Hyde (1979).In their study of phases
with compositionsbetween chalcocite (CuzS)and
bismuthinite(Bi2S3),Tomeoka and Ohmasa(1982)
discovered three such materials. Figure 8 shows
an image of a quenchedcrystal of Cu3Bi5Srthat
contains domains that are alternately depleted and
enrichedin Cu relative to Bi. The resultingmodulations show up clearly in TEM images,where the
spacings b-etweencorresponding layers average
roughly 18A (Tomeoka et al., l98l).
Modulationsare common in TEM imagesof carbonates such as calcite and dolomite (e.9.,
Reeder, 1981; Reeder and Wenk, 1979),but the
origin of the modulationsis not clear. Gunderson
and Wenk (1981)have describedlong-periodmodulationsin low-Mg calcite and suggestthe modulations formed during an ordering phase transformation, although further confirmatory work is
indicated. Reeder and Nakajima (1982) find that
cation ordering in dolomite occurs via a twinning
mechanism.It appearsas if dolomite and magnesian calcite provide good examples of minerals
that display modulationsthat are, as yet, not completely understood.
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Fig. 5. Image of regularly modulatedantigorite, with a wavelengththat rangesbetween45 and 50A. The modulationsappearas the
dark bands perpendicularto c*. Out-of-phaseor twin boundariesare also presentand aie indicated by the white arrows. Specimenis
from a bastite from the Jetrrey Mine in Quebec. (From Spinnler et al., 1982)

Crystallographicshear(CS)planesgive rise to homologoussets of structuresin many simple chemical systems, and especially in oxides of metals
having variable oxidation states. Such CS planes
in TiO2 and WO3, and the numerouscompositions
and structures derived from them by reduction,
have been imaged in a series of electron microscopic studies. A good review of some of the
structuresand papers about them is provided by
Hyde (1979).Iijima (1975) has shown the nucleation and growth of individual CS planes in WO3_*
(Fig. 9) and how they then combine to form a regularly ordered, modulated, long-period structure.
A large family of phases related to slightly oxygen-deficientrutile occurs, again resulting in longperiod structures of great variety and varied complexity (e.g., Grey and Bursill, 1978;Hyde, 1976
and referencestherein).

Periodic compositionalchangesand small displacements
Feldsparsexhibit disorderedAl-Si distributionsat
high temperatures,but on cooling these elements
order. In the process, lattice strain is developed
and it, in turn, tends to stabilizestructuresto temperatureslower than they would exist in the absenceof such strain (Goldsmith and Laves, 1954;
McConnell, l97l). Such metastable persistence
commonly results in modulatedstructures,characterized by small atomic displacements from their
idealized, strain-free configurations. Aspects of
the electron microscope observations of such
modulationsare given by Morimoto (1979),Mifra
(1979),and Wenk and Nakajima (1979).Horst e/
al. (1981)provide details of modulations for a labradorite plagioclase,together with an extensive lit-
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Fig. 6. High-resolutiondark-field image of pyrrhotite displayingan incommensuratestructure. The bright spots are in the positions
of columns of Fe atoms, and the correspondingdarker regions occur at sites containing vacancies.The vacanciesare ordered into
layers to produce domainsofdiferent c-dimensions(separatedby anti-phaseboundaries)that result in an incommensuratediffraction
pattern (Figure 16). (After Pierce and Buseck, 1974)

erature review, and Smith (1974) has summarized
the problem of structural modulations and other
complexities in feldspars in general.
The inversion from orthoclaseto microcline is accompanied by ordering and consequent lattice
strain. Eggletonand Buseck (1980)used high-resolution imaging to follow this transition. They
found that a sinusoidalfluctuation(Fig. 10) occurs
as microcline is produced, but prior to the development of the well-defined twinning that characterizes unstrained maximum microcline. The spacing of the modulation in this sample is -50A
parallel to [020], roughly eight times the value of
ds2sand equal to the width of the twin domains in
unstrained maximum microcline.
Morimoto (1978),in a review of incommensurate
structures,provides a discussionand TEM images
of several silicates with incommensuratestructures. He provides illustrations of e-plagioclase,
mullite, and hauyne, a calcic member of the soda-

lite group. In all cases, he reports that the modulations result from antiphase domains that are distributed statistically in their host structures.
Changes in their periodicity and orientation produce the non-integral spacings in diffraction patterns and the changes in positions of the satellite
spots.
There is a wide range of compounds having the
hollandite structure, reviewed by Post et al.
(1982),and their large channels permit considerable chemical variability that commonly results in
modulations.Bursill and Grzinic (1980)have used
electron microscopy to detail the incommensurate
modulations that occur in some synthetic phases
having the hollandite structure; these modulations
result from partial ordering of cations in the channels. Turner and Buseck (in prep.) have observed
and described similar efects in natural hollandites
as well as in other related Mn oxides.
Tungsten bronzes are a family of compoundsthat
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mixing of domainshaving distinct c-dimensions.In
this sensethe incommensuratecharacter is related
to that shown by pyrrhotite and Cu3Bi5Se,describedabove.
Intergrowth of structures with different symmetries or compositions
There are numerous exampleswhere distinct but
related structures are intergrown coherently. In
many casessuch intergrowths occur randomly, but
in some crystals long-rangeperiodicities develop.
Such crystals commonly display integral spacings,
although incommensurate ones clearly can also
occur. An example is if the two (or more) structures
are intergrown in a sequencethat is periodic only in
a statisticalsense,i.e., on averagethe intergrowths
have a certain fixed wavelength. Whether or not the
intergrowthsresult in commensurateor incommensurate spacings,the large repeat distances,combined with two or more types of subcells that
represent the substructures,commonly result in
characteristics similar to those of modulated structures. There are many possibleexamples,but we
shall select twethe
synthetic alkali tungsten
bronzes and some of the biopyribole minerals-to
illustrate the imagesof thesetypes of materials.
Some characteristicsof tungstenbronzes(TB's)
were describedin the previous section. They can
Fig. 7. High-resolution dark-field image of digenite, showing
modulations that presumably result from spinodal decomposioccur with either tetragonal or hexagonal symmetion. (a) shows an idealized representation of the structure,
tries (TTB or HTB, respectively), and they can
corresponding to the image in (b). Vacancy clustering has
intergrow with alkali-free WO3. Kihlborg and his
resulted in the formation of two distinct structures (A and B).
colleagues(e.g., Sharmaand Kihlborg, 1981)have
The circled regions contain discontinuous rows of spots (edge
synthesizeda variety of compounds by substituting
dislocations). The image is -60,{ wide. (From Pierce and
Buseck, 1978)
Ta, Nb, or V for the W as well as by introducing
diferent alkali ions within the channels.The resultdisplay a rangeof stoichiometriesand defect struc- ing structures display a fascinating variety of ortures that give them interesting electrical and chem- dered and disordered intergrowth types. Some orical properties. Their general formula is A*WO3, dered structures have repeat periods gteater than
where A representsa large cation, generally of an 150A. An example of what the authors have called
alkali element,that is situatedwithin largechannels intergrowth tungsten bronzes (ITB) is shown in
that run through the octahedral framework of the Figure 13. The authors speculateon the origins of
structure (Fig. 11) (Magn6li, 1953).In compounds these complicated ordering sequences,but their
such as K0.3WO3there are insufficientalkali atoms origin is not understood. Sharma and Kihlborg
to occupy all of the available sites, and a structure (1981)point out that investigationof these struccontainingorderedvacanciesand thus supercellsof tures would have been impossiblewithout HRTEM.
different sizesresults.Figure 12 showsan imageof
The biopyriboles and related sheet silicate mineran incommensurate superstructure with modula- als display a variety of intergrowth structuresand in
tions having spacingsof 2.2 times c 1c : 7.544), these, too, HRTevrhas been critical for clarifying
where each subcellcontainstwo alkali sitesin the c the intergrowth details (Veblen and Buseck,
directionof the subcell(Bandoand Iijima, 1980)and l979a,b,c).There are a variety of chain silicatesin
every fourth or fifth alkali site is unoccupied.The which slabs containing chains of different widths
non-integral periodicity is a consequenceof the can intergrow coherently. When all of the chains
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Fig. 8. Image of Cu3Bi5Seshowing modulations in intensity running parallel to b. Ordering of Cu and Bi results in an
incommensuratemodulatedstructurehaving a wavele_ngth
that is l8A, roughly 4.4 times the b dimension.The inset shows the
correspondingelectron ditrraction pattern, with the l8A satellite spots arrayed parallel to b*. (From Tomeoka et al, 1981)

are of equal widths, or in ordered sequences,they period regular sequencesthat do not correspondto
giverisetowell-knownmineralssuchaspyroxenes, any mineralsknown to occur on a macroscopic
amphiboles,jimthomsonite, and chesterite. They scale.Thesesequences(Table2) have a low probaalso occur in disorderedarrays, as well as in long- bility of occurring by random processes(as low as
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tergrown crystals containing structural elementsof
different types; they are thus prime candidatesfor
the developmentof regular, long-period intergrowth
structuresand for incommensuratebehavior'
Electron diffraction and microdiffraction

Fig. 9. High-resolutionimageof WO3-*,showingthe incipient
formation of a modulated structure. Reduction of WOr results in
the formation of CS planes (linear features containing white
spots) which, with increasedreduction and annealing,would
result in well-developedmodulations.(From Iijima, 1975)

10-45for 2333, illustrated in Figure 14), although
there is insufficientevidenceto determinewhether
they result from special growth processesor as a
resultof their thermodynamicproperties.They bear
a distinct similarity to the synthetic long-period
sequencesof ITB that are described above. The
modulationsof the biopyribolesand ITB's that have
been observedto date are commensurate,although
their characteristicswould appear to allow the
occurrence of non-integral intergrowths if, for example, chainshaving different widths or slabswith
different substructureswere intergrown in a semiregularfashion.
HRTEMmethodshave also allowedthe imagingof
intergrowths of different types of layer silicates.
Figure 15 shows intercalated chlorite, talc, and
lizardite serpentineas one example; many others
also occur, especiallywith clay minerals.The layer
silicatescan readily crystallize into coherently in-

While high-resolution imaging is well suited for
observingthe localized structural details of modulated crystals, it is commonly necessaryto use
electron diffraction patterns as the primary sources
of information. This situation obtains where highresolutionimagingis not possible,as in the caseof
crystals that suffer rapid electron radiation damage
and where larger regions of crystals are to be
studied than can be examined conveniently by
direct imaging. Also, diffraction results allow ready
determinationof averageperiodicitiesthat may not
be clear in an image.
Electron diffraction provides an immediate impression of features that can be observed only with
careful experimentationand long exposureswith Xray diffraction. Patterns visible on a fluorescent
screen or recorded on film in a few secondscan
show weak extra diffraction spots, lines, bands,
arcs, and other diffuse scattering.The geometryof
the diffraction effects is clear becausewith the very
short wavelength normally used (0.037A for 100
keV electrons)the Ewald spherehas a very large
radius and the pattern representsan almost planar
sectionof reciprocalspace.The result is a wealth of
data. Unfortunately, this benefit is commonly offset
by the fact that strong dynamical diffraction effects
can make the data difficult to evaluate.
Electron diffraction patterns are typically obtained by using either a nearly parallel beam of
electrons or by increasingthe strength of a prespecimenlens to produce a strongly convergent
beam. The former method, called selected area
electron diffraction (seeo), can produce structural
data from regions 0.5 to I pm in diameter when a
suitably small aperture is placed into the electron
beam.Convergentbeamelectrondiffraction(csep)
yields data from smallerregionsand, if the regions
have diameters less than 0.1 g,m, is commonly
called microdiffraction.cneo patterns can provide
information of a different sort than sAEDpatterns,
and thereforethey are discussedseparately.
Selectedarea electrondffiaction (seno)
Electron diffraction spots from both commensurate and incommensurate structures are clearly
evident in se.r,npatterns. An example of such a
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Fig. 10. Image of modulations in feldspar that has transformed incompletely from orthoclase to microcline. The sinusoidal
fluctuationsresult from Al-Si ordering and can be observedby sighting along [020]. d)or : 4.24. (From Eggletonand Buseck, 1980)

pattern from pyrrhotite is shown in Figure 16,
where the strong reflections from the well-ordered
substructureare sharp and clear. The weaker spots
arising from the superstructureshow a well defined
incommensurateperiodicity. An HRTEMimagefrom
a similar crystal (Fig. 6) shows that this periodicity

l*o.

representsan averageover domains having dimensions several times the c-axis of the pyrrhotite
subcell. There are weak continuous streaks between the superstructure spots, indicating that the
ordering of the superstructureis imperfect.
The seBn pattern usually represents an average

l*trl

Fig' I l. Schematicdiagramof an intergrowth of the hexagonaltungstenbronze (HTB) and the W03 structures.The WO6 octahedra
are joined by corner-sharing.Alkali atoms (large circles) can fit into the large channelsin the HTB. (From Sharmaand Kihlborg,
l9El).
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modulationsin HTB. The channeloccupancies(c/. Figure ll) are incomplete,
Fig. 12.High-resolutionimageof incommensurate
resultingin domainsof diferent widths. Note that the modulationsare well displayedin the thicker portionsof the crystal. (Bando
and lijima, 1980;photograph from lijima)

over an area roughly at least ten times as great as
that shown in an nRrnu image. It is unusual for
crystalsto have small and uniform thicknessesover
regionsI pm or so in diameter.Thus, sAEDpatterns
usually representan averageover a large range of
thicknessesand tend to be dominatedby the contributions from the stronger-scatteringthicker parts.
For theseregionsthe dynamicaleffectsmay greatly
affect the intensities,increasingthe intensities of
very weak reflections so that they are relatively
strong.
An extreme case of the effects of dynamical
scatteringin relatively thick regions of crystal is
illustratedin Figure 17.The 200reflectionof silicon
is forbidden by the kinematical symmetry extinction rules and so has no appreciableintensity for
very thin crystals.The resultsof calculationsby Tu
and Howie (1978)show that this is so for the first

100to 150A of thickness,during which the dllowed
l l l reflection has increasedto a maximum value
and then decreased again. H_owever,for thicknessesgreater than about l50A the 200 reflection
increasesrapidly in intensityto becomecomparable
with the other, kinematically allowed, reflections,
The presenceof the 200 reflection has an important
influence on the appearanceof ultra-high resolution
imagesof silicon, determiningthe apparentseparation of the image spots that correspond to the
closely spaced rows of atoms seen in the [ll0]
direction (Hutchison et al., 1982).
Enhancementsimilar to that describedfor silicon
is possible for the weak reflections arising from
long-periodstructural modulations.Thus, dynamical effects can make it easier to detect structural
modulations.On the other hand, dynamicaleffects
also can suppressparticulartypes ofdiffuse scatter-
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Fig. 13. High-resolutionimage of intergrowth tungstenbronze of compositionCsoe(Nb,W)O: The two regionsof structure
correspondto HTB and WO3 (c/. Figure 11),intergrownto give a repeatdistanceof l4lA. (Sharmaand Kihlborg, l98l; photograph
from Kihlborg)

ing or weak reflectionssuchas thoseresultingfrom
smallatom displacements(includingthermaldiffuse
scattering).In general, the presenceof dynamical
scattering makes it difficult to interpret electron
diffractionintensities.Nonetheless,with the recent
advancesin the understandingof dynamicaldiffraction processes,it is commonly possible to make
useful deductions.
It is convenient to consider first a thin crystal,
where only kinematicaleffectsare important. Figure 18 shows a sketch of a row of diffraction spots
from each of two crystals having modulatedstructures. Distance across the diffraction patterns is
plotted horizontallyand intensityis plotted vertically. The direct beamis in the centerof the horizontal
axis and is marked"0".

Figure 18a shows the diffracted intensity for a
crystal where the modulations arise from small
atom displacements.Note that in this case the
satellitepeaksaroundthe direct beamhave minimal
intensity. The maximdm satellite intensitiesoccur
at somedistancefrom the direct beam,about 2A-1,
that is determinedby the sizes of the atoms. The
intensitiesof the satellitespotstend to be symmetrical around those from the subcell.
Figure l8b is for a crystal in which the modulations arise from atomic ordering, but without displacementof the atoms from their ideal site locations. In this instance,the satellitepeaks close to
the direct beamcontainappreciableintensity;these
peaksdecreasein intensity with their distancefrom
the direct beam, in much the same way as the
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Table2. Orderedchain silicatesfrom Chester,Vermont (Veblen
and Buseck. 1979b)
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Fig. 15. Image of coherently intergrown chlorite (Chl), talc
(Tc), and lizardite serpentine(S). The arrow points to an extra
layerof talc within the chlorite.(From Buseckand Veblen, l98l)

14= t4g, Fe2+, ca, I'hz+

'

i".
*- i

Fig. 14. High-resolution image of chain silicates having long repeat periods. The ordering sequences arc 2233 (top) and 2333
(bottom), where a "2" signifies a double silicate chain and a "3" a triple chain. The double-chain slabs are unlabeled in the lower
image. Unit-cell spacings are indicated by marks above the images and equal 45 and,49 '/zA respectively. (From Veblen and Buseck,
1979a't
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Fig. 16. SAEDpattern of pyrrhotite showing non-integral spacingsof the weaker satellite diffraction spots and also streaking
betweenthesespots,indicatingsomedisorderin the long period modulation.(From Pierce, 1979)

substructurespotsand in marked distinction to the
satellitesresultingfrom atom displacements.Many
real crystalsof coursecontainboth atomic ordering
and small displacementsand so display diffraction
effectsthat are intermediatebetweenthose in Figures 18aand b.
Proper interpretation of diffracted intensities is
more complex for crystals that are thick enoughto
producestrongdynamicalscattering(andthat is the
most common case). It has been shown (Cowley
and Fields, 1979)that for many casesthe effect of
the dynamicaldiffraction can be well approximated
by multiplying the intensity distribution in the diffraction pattern, calculatedusing kinematical theory, by a "dynamical factor." This factor is a
slowly varyingfunction of position in the pattern; it
has a form that depends on the nature of the
deviationfrom the averagestructure.An exampleis
shown in Figure 19. In theory, the substructure
peaks should still be useful for distinguishingbetween atom displacementsand ordering, but the
effectsare far more subtlethan for thin crystals.In
general,however, the fact that the dynamicalfactors are slowly varying functions means that the
relative intensitiesof small groupsof satellitespots
are not strongly affected. Hence the information on
the periodicitiesand generalcharacterof the modu-

lation, on a scale that is larger than that of the
substructure, is recoverable. These conclusions
have recently been verified by calculation of diffraction intensities of superlatticereflections and
the corresponding high-resolution images for
heavy-atomalloys (Shindo, 1982).
In principle, detailed calculationsof dynamical
effects on diffraction intensities is possible, and
theseintensitiesshouldbe very sensitiveto the fine
detailsof the structureand its modulations.However, the experimentaland computationaltechniques
are not yet refined to the stagewhere it is possible
to take full advantageof this situation.
Finally, we shouldmention that in sAEDpatterns
it is common to see streakingof those spots that
arise from the long-period modulations,as is the
casein Figure 16.This is an indicationthat there is
somedisorderor faulting in the sequenceof repeat
units. Such irregularities are not surprising; the
energyterms that inducethe long-rangeperiodicity
are usually relatively small, so that mistakesin the
orderingare not unusual.
Convergentbeam electrondffiaction (cnno)
While snsr patternsare usefulfor studyingmany
aspectsof modulatedstructures,cBEDpatternscan
provide different types of information. Structural
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SUBSTRUCTURE
PEAKS

SUBSTRUCTURE
PEAKS

Fig. lE. Schematicdrawing of diffraction intensities (vertical)
vs. lattice spacings (horizontal) for kinematical scattering for
several orders of reflections from a thin crystal. The position of
the direct beam is labeled "0." The distribution ofintensities of
the satellitepeaksvaries, dependingon whether the modulations
result from (a) small atomic displacementsor (b) atomic ordermg.

Fig. 17. Calculated plot of intensity vr. crystal thickness for
the direct beam.000. and the 200 and lll diffracted beams in
silicon. Although 200 is forbidden and has almost zero intensity
for thicknesses
lessthan about 1504.ttreintensityincreaseswith
thickness to a maximum around 800A. (From Tu and Howie,
1978)

data can be obtained from far smaller areas (down
to 5 to l0A in diameter), space group symmetry
information can be determined, and in specialcases
three-dimensionalstructural data can be obtained.
All of these features have potential applications for
the study of modulated structures.
If a strongly convergentelectron beam is used,
then probes having diameters approaching atomic
dimensionscan be obtained.Thesecan, in turn, be
used to produce cBEDpatterns from correspondingly small regions.It is, of course,necessarythat the
crystal to be studied can withstand such a concentration of energy. Figure 20 shows several diffraction patterns obtained from regions about 154
acrossin a thin sampleof disordered kaolinite. The
kaolinite is sensitive to electron irradiation and the
patterns disappearedin much less than 1 second.

Pattern (a) was obtained by selectingthe desired
area of the specimenin a scanningimage and then
stopping the beam and immediately recording the
patterns by use of a TV camera and videotape so
that the pattern was obtained in about 1/30second.
For (b) several videotape frames were integrated to
give a less noisy pattern. Pattern (c) is the vague
remnant of a pattern recorded after the beam had
been stopped at one point for about 1 second.

.DYNAMICAL

FACTOR'

0
Fig. 19. Schematicdrawing of diffraction intensities vs. reciprocal lattice spacings for a crystal that is thick enough for
dynamical scattering to be significant. This example is for a
crystal in which the modulation results from small atomic
displacements (c/. Figure l8a). (a) shows the variations in
satelliteintensitiesfor a thin edge.When multiplied by (b), which
is an appropriate"dynamical factor" (Cowley and Fields, 1979),
the dynamical intensities in (c) result.
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c

Fig. 20. cBED patterns of kaolinite, using an electron beam with a l5A diameter. The patterns in (a) and (b) were obtained by
exposuresof a fraction of a secondusing an HB-5 dedicatedsrn,u from VG MicroscopesCo. For (c) the exposurewas about one
secondand indicatesthe rapid radiationdamagethat can occur while obtainingsuchmicrodiffractionpatterns.(From Cowley, 198la)

Figure 21 shows a series of cBED patterns of
Ti2Nb16O2e,
obtainedwith a probe of diameter l0A
as the beam was moved progressively across a
single unit cell of the structure which, in this
proje-ction,has periodicities a : 25.84, c12 :
10.44. It is evident that the relative intensitiesof
the diffraction beams vary strongly with the position of the probewithin the unit cell. While it should
be possible to calculate the intensities for such
patterns,no practical meanshas yet been devised
for usingthe observedintensitiesto derive structural information. The possibility clearly exists, however, of observing the detailed structural changes
within the longer dimensionsof the repeat units of
modulatedstructures.
Goodman and Lehmpfuhl (1968) demonstrated
that a consequenceof dynamical scattering, as
typically occurs with electron diffraction, is that
diffractedintensitiesare sensitiveto the phasesof

the relevant structure factors. Therefore, the symmetry of the spacegroup can be determined-even
for structures that lack a center of symmetry.
Careful study of the symmetry of a cBEDpattern,
combinedwith the intensity variations of the extinction bands that occur within the diffraction disks,
permits a determinationof the projected symmetry
ofthe crystal. A good review is provided by Steeds

(re7e).

Figure 22 is a cBEDpattern of CdS. The positions
of the diffraction disks suggestboth horizontal and
vertical axesof symmetryor mirror planes.However, examinationof the extinction bands within the
disks shows that reflection symmetry occurs only
around the horizontal axis, [0001],but not around
any other direction in this projection. Local variations in symmetry within modulatedstructurescan
be determined in similar fashion.
A final example of the utility of cBEDpatterns is

Fig. 21. CBEDpatterns of Ti2Nbr6O2eusing an electron beam with a l0A diameter. These patterns were obtained at four different
positions of the beam that all lie within the length of a unit cell; they show that structural variations can be detectedand recordedon
such a small scale.(From Cowley, l98lb)
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Frg.22.cBEDpatternof syntheticgreenockite,CdS, showingsymmetryinformation.In [010] orientation,the CdS hasahorizontal
reflection plane, but lacks a vertical reflection plane and center of symmetry, and thesefeatures are clearly shown by the intensity
distributions within the difraction disks. The arrow is parallel to [0001].The cross marks the position of 000. (From Goodman and
Lehmpfuhl, 1968)

their use to obtain three-dimensionalinformation
regarding crystal structure. Normally, any given
electron diffraction pattern provides data for only
one plane in reciprocal space,the zero order Laue
zone. However, by using cBED patterns it is also
possibleto observe and measurediffraction spots
from the frst and higher order Zaue zones (FoLZ
and HoLz, respectively). The separation in the
diffractionplanebetweenthe spotsin the zero layer
planeand the porz and the HoLZ spotsdependson
the electron wavelength,the cameraconstant,and
the reciprocalcell dimensionin the direction parallel to the electronbeam. Sincethe two instrumental
variablescan be evaluated,it is possibleto determine the cell dimensionand thereby obtain a lattice
spacingin a direction perpendicularto the primary
diffractionplane.
Planar disorder that results in stackine defects

parallel to the plane of the zero layer produces
smearingof the nolz rings (Steeds, 1979)and so
can be detected in csBo patterns. For layered
minerals such as the layer silicates, modulations
that result in polytypism can be detectedwithout
the need to orient crystals with their cleavage
planes parallel to the electron beam. (Obtaining
such orientationscan be a severeproblemfor highresolution imaging.) However, in order to obtain
good cBEDpatterns for detectingpolytypism,it is
necessaryto use perfect crystal regions 100,{ or
more in diameter.The direct imagingmethodsare
essentialfor the study of disorderedlayer stacking.
The above application of cnEo patterns can be
applied to many crystallographicproblems, modulated structuresamongthem. Liliental et al. (1981)
used the method to study the structuresof pyrrhotite grains that are far too small to examineby single
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crystal X-ray methods and even too tiny to obtain
good sAEDpatterns. They describe3C pyrrhotite,
similar to that described by Pierce (1979) from
HRTEM imaging, except that their interpretation
utilizes measurementsof norz lines in CBEDpatterns.
Microanalysis
The discussion to this point has been largely
restricted to the determination of structural effects
in modulated structUres.However, since modulations can arise from compositional variations, it is
clearly appropriate also to consider compositional
rneasurements.
In principle, compositionalanalyses
shouldbe possibleby either X-ray emissionanalysis using energy-dispersivespectroscopy(eos) or
by electron energy loss spectroscopy(eels). The
electronprobe on a dedicatedsrEM can be made 5
to 10A across,which is sufficientlynarrow for the
resolutionand, presumably,analysisof most modulations.
ln spite of the theoretical feasibility of direct
compositionalmeasurements,there are severalexperimental limitations that currently restrict the use
of microanalysis. Ali are related to the Small volumes of sample that are to be analyzed. A narrow
electron probe is required for high spatial resolution, but it resultsin a poor signal-to-noise
ratio and
poor counting statistics. Furthermore, except in
very thin samples,the beam is spread out over a
large diameter by multiple elastic scattering.It is
also difficult to determine the precise location of the
beamon the sample.At present,it is not generally
possibleto specifythe probe location to better than
-504.
Specialproblemsarise with analysesusing X-ray
emission spectroscopy.The excited volume from
which X-rays are produced is significantly larger
than all but the very coarsestmodulations found in
crystals. The excited volume can be reduced by
examiningvery thin crystals, but in this case the
counting statistics become extremely poor. The
result of theseeffects is that quantitative microanalysis by EDs on the scale required to determine
compositionalmodulationsis not currently feasible.
However, in favorablecasesit might be possibleto
observe chemical variations by scanning the electron beam across a compositional interface or modulation, thereby obtaining qualitative data regarding
relative changesin composition.
A final problem that can arise when analyzing
thin crystals is that electron channellingeffects can
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influence and perturb the intensities (Taft{, 1979).
Although strch channelling can occur during all
microanalyses, the effects are generally negligible
for all but very thin crystals.
In summary, microanalysisholds the potential for
being useful for the study of compositional modulations. At present,however,the limitationSare such
that chemical measurements are only useful in
specialcases,and structuralmeasurements,
whether by high-resolutionimaging or by electron diffraction, are the methods of choice for studying modulations in crystals.
Conclusion
It is likely that modulated structures are far more
commonin mineralsand syntheticcrystalsthan has
generallybeen appreciated.The streakingand satellite diffraction spots in feldsparshave long provided
an awarenessof their structural complexities, including modulations.Correspondinglycloseexamination of many mineralsthat have been studiedless
intensivelywill likely also reveal periodic or semiperiodic fluctuations.
Electron microscopyis proving to be a major aid
for revealing and understanding modulations in
crystals.The deviationsfrom perfect periodicity of
many modulated structures limit the information
that is available from X-ray diffraction measurements.Electron microscopyprovidesboth the necessary spatial fesolution and the capability of imaging non-periodic regions to reveal many details of
structural fluctuations. Atomic level resolutions are
close at hand, and highly localized structural defects can be imaged. Small structural or compositional variations that result in long-period modulations, commensurateor incommensurate,can be
revealed.On the other end of the size scale,structural details within unit cells can be measuredby
both imaging and microdiffraction. Microanalysis
using ens and BBr-sholds promise for providing at
least qualitative information regarding the small
compositional fluctuations that occur in some modulated structures. Thus, we believe that electron
microscopyin its various modeswill provide great
insight into these interesting aspects of mineral
structures.
The information available commonly contains
uncertainties and is usually insufficient to specify
completely the details of modulated structures. For
systemsthat are well ordered over large volumes,
X-ray diffractionis the methodof choice.However,
for many systems,especiallyoneswhere structural
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variations are highly localized and not perfectly
periodic, electron optical methods are desirable.
For some systemsthey provide the only feasible
approach(e.9., Sharmaand Khilborg, 1981;Veblen
and Buseck,1979a),and the refinementand quantifying of thesemethodsappearsto be the best way to
further our knowledgefor many important systems.
The terminology that is summarized in Table I
and that we have used here for modulated and
intergrowth structures is certainly subject to further
refinements.However, it appearsto be preferable
to the more generalusageof Cowley et al. (1979),in
which the term "modulated structures" was usedto
include all long-periodordered structuresand even
some structureshaving only short-rangeorder.
There remains an uncertain area of terminology
concerningthe distinction betweencommensurately modulatedstructuresand superstructures.It is,
perhaps,sufficientto suggestthat a commensurately modulated structure is one that, for different
values of temperature,composition, or other parameters,could easilybe incommensurate.This can
be envisagedfor either the long-wavelength,atomdisplacementmodulations,or for thosecaseswhere
the modulation periodicity is given statisticallyas
the averagespacing of a structural discontinuity or
the average periodicity of a compositional variation. However, complications can arise because
both nominally commensuratesuperstructuresand
modulated structurescan be imperfectly ordered.
The presenceoffaults in a superstructurecan result
in the apparent displacement of diffraction spots
from their regular reciprocal lattice positions, suggesting an incommensuratestructure. The spots
resulting from a long-range periodicity may be
blurred or streaked. In such cases there is no
substitutefor the direct imaging methods of electron microscopyfor sorting out the confusion.
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